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ABSTRACT
Query pro essing is a major ost fa tor in operating large
web sear h engines. In this paper, we study query result
a hing, one of the main te hniques used to optimize query
pro essing performan e. Our rst ontribution is a study of
result a hing as a weighted a hing problem. Most previous
work has fo used on optimizing a he hit ratios, but given
that pro essing osts of queries an vary very signi antly we
argue that total ost savings also need to be onsidered. We
des ribe and evaluate several algorithms for weighted result
a hing, and study the impa t of Zipf-based query distributions on result a hing. Our se ond and main ontribution is
a new set of feature-based a he evi tion poli ies that a hieve
signi ant improvements over all previous methods, substantially narrowing the existing performan e gap to the theoreti ally optimal ( lairvoyant) method. Finally, using the same
approa h, we also obtain performan e gains for the related
problem of inverted list a hing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL℄: Information Sear h and Retrieval.
General Terms
Algorithms, Performan e

Keywords
Sear h Engines, Result Ca hing, Index Ca hing, Weighted
Ca hing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Large web sear h engines need to be able to pro ess thousands of queries per se ond on olle tions of billions of web
pages. As a result, query pro essing is a major performan e
bottlene k and ost fa tor in urrent sear h engines, and a
number of te hniques are employed to in rease query throughput, in luding massively parallel pro essing, index ompression, early termination, and a hing. In parti ular, ea h
query is routed to a large number of ma hines, say a few
hundred or thousand, that pro ess it in parallel. Index ompression is used to de rease the sizes of the index stru tures,
thus signi antly redu ing data transfers between disks, main
memory, and CPU. Various early termination te hniques are
used to identify the best results without traversing the full
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index stru ture of ea h term in the query. Finally, a hing is
employed at several levels to redu e system load.
In this paper, we fo us on the last te hnique, a hing, and
in parti ular the a hing of query results. Ca hing is a ommon performan e optimization te hnique in many s enarios
in luding operating systems, databases, and web servers. In
the ase of web sear h engines, a hing happens at several
levels. At the lower level of the system, index stru tures of
frequently used query terms are a hed in main memory to
save on disk transfers [16, 3, 1℄. At the higher level, results
of frequently asked queries are a hed so that results an be
returned without exe uting the same queries over and over
again [15, 18, 12, 3, 7, 1, 2℄. In addition, there may be other
intermediate levels of a hing that store partially omputed
results, say for ommon ombinations of words [13℄.
Our ontribution in this paper an be split into two parts,
fo using on weighted a hing and on feature-based a hing.
In the rst part, we onsider result a hing as a weighted
a hing problem. Previous work has looked at result a hing
as an unweighted problem, where ea h query has the same
ost and the goal is to maximize the number of queries that
are served dire tly from a he. However, real query pro essing osts in sear h engines vary signi antly among queries.
For example, queries with very ommon terms or with many
terms an be mu h more expensive than other queries. Thus,
while optimizing hit ratio may be useful to minimize end
user laten y, it does not maximize query throughput. Thus,
to minimize overall query pro essing osts, a good a hing
me hanism needs to also take the a tual osts of the queries
into a ount.
We dis uss and evaluate several weighted a hing algorithms for result a hing, in luding weighted ounterparts of
LFU, LRU, and the state-of-the-art (unweighted) SDC poli y in [7℄, as well as several new hybrid algorithms. In this
ontext, we also address an interesting problem arising in
onne tion with Zipf-based query distributions, or in general
with distributions where large numbers of (potential) queries
o ur very rarely or not at all. In a nutshell, in su h ases
naive approa hes may overestimate the frequen ies of rare
queries that just happened to o ur by han e. As a result,
we may end up a hing too many items with high potential
bene t ( ost savings) that never o ur again. We dis uss
several possible ways to address this problem.
Our se ond ontribution is a new set of feature-based a he
evi tion poli ies that a hieve signi ant improvements in hit
ratio, and moderate improvements in ost, over existing methods. In parti ular, these poli ies signi antly narrow the
gap between the best known algorithm and the upper bound
given by the lairvoyant algorithm. We also show that the
same approa h an be used to obtain improvements over urrent list a hing poli ies.
These new poli ies are based on two observations. First,

query tra es have a lot of interesting appli ation-spe i stru ture that is not exploited by existing a he evi tion poli ies
that only rely on past o urren es of the same query. We an
expose some of this stru ture to the a hing me hanism via
new features su h as query lengths or the frequen ies of individual query terms in the query log or olle tion. We note
that a similar approa h was also re ently proposed in [2℄ in
the ontext of a a he admission poli y, and that resear hers,
e.g., in omputer ar hite ture have used appli ation spe i
features for similar tasks su h as bran h predi tion and data
prefet hing. We show here that in the ase of evi tion poliies for sear h engine result a hing, adding su h features
an make a signi ant di eren e in a he performan e. Se ond, instead of making expli it use of su h features inside
new spe ially designed algorithms, it is probably smarter to
rely on general statisti al or ma hine learning te hniques to
make evi tion de isions. This is parti ularly the ase given
the very large amount of query log data available to urrent
sear h engines, and given that the ost of even fairly ompliated evi tion poli ies is small ompared to that of exe uting
a query. In our ase, we utilize a very naive statisti al approa h that nonetheless gives signi ant bene ts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next,
we provide some ba kground on sear h engine ar hite ture
and dis uss relevant previous work. In Se tion 3 we des ribe
our experimental setup. Se tion 4 ontains our results for
weighted a hing. Se tion 5 presents and evaluates featurebased evi tion poli ies, and nally Se tion 6 provides onluding remarks.

2.

BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
Ba kground on Sear h Engines: The basi fun tions

of a rawl-based web sear h engine an be divided into four
stages: data a quisition (or rawling), data mining and prepro essing, index onstru tion, and query pro essing. During
rawling, pages are fet hed from the web at high speed, either
ontinuously or through a set of dis rete rawls. Then various data mining and prepro essing operations are performed
on the data, e.g., dete tion of web spam or dupli ates, or
link analysis based on PageRank [4℄. Third, a text index
stru ture is built on the prepro essed data to support fast
query pro essing. Finally, when a user issues a query, the
top results for the query are retrieved by a essing the index
stru ture. We fo us on this last stage.
Current sear h engines are based on an index stru ture
alled an inverted index that allows us to eÆ iently identify
do uments that ontain a parti ular term or set of terms [21℄.
To do so, an inverted index ontains an inverted list for ea h
distin t term w that o urs somewhere in the olle tion; this
is basi ally a list of the IDs of those pages in the olle tion
that ontain w, often together with other data su h as the
number of o urren es in the page and their lo ations. A
query is pro essed by fet hing and traversing the inverted
lists of the sear h terms, and then ranking the en ountered
pages a ording to relevan e. Note that the length of an inverted list in reases with the size of the olle tion, and an
easily rea h hundreds of MB or several GB even in highly
ompressed form. Thus, for ea h query a signi ant amount
of data may have to be fet hed and pro essed. This is the
main performan e hallenge in sear h engine query pro essing, and it has motivated various performan e optimizations.
Ca hing in Sear h Engines: One su h optimization is
the use of a hing, whi h o urs in sear h engines on two

levels. A query enters the sear h engine via a query integrator node that is in harge of forwarding it to a number of
ma hines and then ombining the results returned by those
ma hines. Before this is done, however, a lookup is performed into a a he of previously issued queries and their
results. Thus, if the same query has been re ently issued,
by the same or another user, then we do not have to reompute the entire query but an simply return the a hed
result. This approa h, alled result a hing, is widely used
in urrent engines, and has also been studied by a number of
resear hers [15, 18, 12, 3, 7, 1, 2℄. A se ond form of a hing,
alled index a hing or list a hing, is used on a lower level
in ea h parti ipating ma hine to keep the inverted lists of
frequently used sear h terms in main memory [9, 16, 3, 20℄.
Our main fo us is on result a hing. This approa h has
been shown to a hieve signi ant performan e bene ts on
typi al sear h engine tra es. Note that the performan e depends on the hara teristi s of the queries posed by the users,
the poli ies used by the sear h engine to pro ess queries (e.g.,
whether the order of terms in the query matter, or whether
users from di erent lo ations re eive di erent results), and
the a hing poli ies that are used. Our goal is to design
a hing poli ies that best exploit the properties of typi al
sear h engine query logs to a hieve a high a he hit ratio
and large ost savings. Earlier work on sear h engine query
logs and result a hing (see, e.g., [17, 15, 18, 3℄ has shown
that su h logs have several interesting properties:





Query frequen ies follow a Zipf distribution.
While a few queries are quite frequent, a signi ant
fra tion of all queries o ur only on e or a few times.
Query tra es exhibit some amount of burstiness, i.e.,
o urren es of queries are often lustered in a few time
intervals.
 A signi ant part of this burstiness is due to the same
user reissuing a query to the engine.
Previous Work on Result Ca hing: The rst published work on result a hing in sear h engines appears to be
the work of Markatos in [15℄, whi h studies query log distributions and ompares several basi a hing algorithms. Work
in [18℄ looks at various forms of lo ality in query logs and
proposes to a he results loser to the user. Work by Lempel and Moran [12℄ proposes improved a hing s hemes for
dealing with requests for additional result pages (i.e., when
a user requests a se ond or third page of results). Several
authors [16, 3, 1, 8℄ have onsidered the impa t of ombining
result a hing and list a hing; in parti ular, re ent work in
[1℄ studies how to best share a limited amount of memory
between these two forms of a hing. In [8℄, Gar ia examines
a hes for the query evaluation pro ess as a whole. Finally,
work in [7, 2℄ onsiders hybrid methods for result a hing
that ombine a dynami a he that exploits bursty queries
with a more stati a he for queries that stay popular over a
longer period of time. We dis uss related work in more detail
later as ne essary in the ontext of our own results.
Weighted Ca hing: Previous work on result a hing [15,
18, 12, 3, 7, 1, 2℄ has fo used on maximizing the hit ratio of
the a he, that is, the per entage of queries that an be answered dire tly from a he. We note here that a hing has
two possible obje tives: (a) redu ing the delay experien ed
by the user by keeping a hed results loser to the user (either in terms of network distan e or memory hierar hy), and
(b) redu ing the load on the underlying system by avoiding
unne essary omputations (whi h may in turn also redu e

delays seen by the user). Maximizing the hit ratio fo uses
on the delay, whi h is an important obje tive parti ularly
for forward result a hes that are deployed outside the main
sear h engine luster and loser to the user.
However, we argue that the se ond obje tive is also very
important in urrent sear h engines, whi h have invested
hundreds of millions of dollars in hardware for query pro essing. We note that sear h queries vary dramati ally in terms
of their omputational ost depending, e.g., on the number
of sear h terms and their frequen y in the underlying olle tion and in other sear h queries. (The latter determines how
likely the orresponding inverted lists are to already be in
main memory.) The exa t osts for a query of ourse depend
on the internal design of the engine. But it seems realisti
to assume that when a query is omputed, some measure of
the overall omputational ost is ommuni ated to the result a hing me hanism, whi h should then use this ost in
its evi tion poli y to give preferen e to retaining results of
expensive queries.
We onsider both obje tives in this paper. Ea h query
result has the same size (maybe a few KB for storing the
result URLs and result snippets), but queries an have very
di erent bene ts ( ost savings when reused) asso iated with
them, and our goal is to maximize the total bene t that is
a hieved. This is an instan e of a weighted a hing problem
studied, e.g., in [5, 19℄. We note that standard algorithms for
a hing su h as LRU (Least Re ently Used) or LFU (Least
Frequently Used) do not take bene ts into a ount and thus
do not perform well on su h problems. The work in [5, 19℄
proposes a a hing algorithm alled Landlord that is essentially a generalization of LRU; this algorithm assigns leases
to items based on their sizes and bene ts and evi ts the obje t with the earliest expiring lease. The Landlord algorithm
was re ently adapted to another a hing problem in sear h
engines in [13℄.
Ca he Admission Poli ies: Resear hers in several areas
have re ently proposed a he admission poli ies that prevent
ertain items from even being inserted into the a he [14, 13,
2℄. In the ontext of web sear h engines, a he admission was
used in [13℄ in a s enario where a he insertion itself has a
signi ant ost that would be wasted if the item is evi ted
soon afterwards without having been reused. In [2℄ a a he
admission poli y is used to predi t and eliminate query results that are unlikely to o ur again. We note that in this
latter ase, a he admission is really used as a me hanism
for improving a non-optimal evi tion poli y (sin e an insertion followed by immediate evi tion from a a he with one
additional slot would have the same e e t, as opposed to [13℄
where insertion in urs a signi ant ost). The work in [2℄ is
the previous work most losely related to our feature-based
evi tion poli y in that it also suggests the use of appli ationspe i features. One di eren e to our work is that [2℄ uses
these features to make a 0/1 de ision about admission of an
item, while we use them to predi t a probability of reo urren e that is used by the a he evi tion poli y. We also
onsider a wider range of features in our experiments.

3.

DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Given that sear h query logs have a very long tail of queries
that o ur only on e or twi e, it is important to use a fairly
large query log to evaluate result a hing poli ies. For our experiments, we used a log of 36; 389; 567 queries submitted to
the AOL Sear h servi e between Mar h 1 and May 31, 2006.

We prepro essed the query log by removing stopwords, and
ompletely removed any queries onsisting only of stopwords.
For all the results presented in this submission, we also removed requests for further result pages; su h requests for
the se ond, third, et ., page of results are best handled with
other te hniques as shown in [12℄, and most previous work
does not spell out if su h requests were retained or not. We
assume that term order in queries is important, and that two
queries are identi al only if they ontain the same words in
the same order. However, for these last two hoi es, we also
ran experiments that make the opposite hoi e; the results
were overall fairly similar (in terms of the relative ordering
of the methods) and are omitted from this paper.
The resulting query tra e had 17; 448; 985 queries, in luding 10; 087; 344 distin t queries. Of these queries, 5; 605; 830
o urred only on e, and 1; 005; 241 o urred exa tly twi e.
In Figure 1 we plot the query frequen ies using a doublelogarithmi s ale, where queries are ordered along the x-axis
from most frequent to least frequent, and the frequen y of
the query is shown on the y -axis. We obtain a slope orresponding to z = 0:82, whi h ompares to numbers between
z = 0:59 [16℄ and z = 0:86 in the literature.

Figure 1: Query frequen y distribution of the AOL
data set.

In our experiments, we assume that every query has a omputational ost that is taken into a ount by the weighted
a hing poli ies. This ost of ourse depend on details of ea h
parti ular sear h engine's query pro essing system, whi h are
onsidered proprietary. We experimented with several possible ost fun tions that de ne the ost of a query as follows:
(i) the P
sum of the lengths of the inverted lists of the query
terms, ki=0 Li , (ii) the length of the shortest list L0 , and (iii)
the produ t of L0 and log2 (L1 =L0 ) where L1 is the se ond
shortest list. These hoi es represent di erent bottlene ks
in query exe ution: (i) when the ost of fet hing lists from
disk is dominant and the entire list has to be fet hed, and
(ii) and (iii) when index data is mostly in main memory and
ost is dominated by the CPU ost of traversing the shortest
list and looking up its elements in the next larger list. We
obtained the lengths of inverted lists by running all queries
against a subset of 7:5 million pages taken at random from a
large web rawl.
We note that real ost fun tions will be more ompli ated
and may have to take into a ount the impa t of te hniques
su h as index a hing and early termination at the lower
level. However, the a hing algorithm does not need to know
the fun tion, as long as some ost estimate is returned by
the query pro essor upon omputing a query. We tried all

three ost fun tions and did not observe major hanges in the
relative performan e of our algorithms. All results presented
in this paper use ost fun tion (i) above.

4.

WEIGHTED RESULT CACHING

In this se tion, we investigate algorithms for weighted result a hing. As mentioned before, weighted a hing algorithms assume that di erent obje ts have di erent weights
(in our ase, osts of re omputing a query) that need to
be taken into a ount in the evi tion poli y. We will onsider both hit ratio and ost savings in the evaluation of our
algorithms. We rst introdu e a few unweighted baseline
algorithms, followed by their weighted ounterparts. After
that we introdu e some improvements to these baseline algorithms by integrating additional ideas. In parti ular, we
design hybrid algorithms that take advantage of burstiness in
the query stream, and we study a hing under Zip an query
distributions.

4.1 Baseline Methods
Before explaining our baseline a hing methods, we des ribe two oine algorithms that an be used as upper bounds
on the performan e of the online algorithms. Our oine algorithm for hit ratio is the well-known lairvoyant algorithm
that always evi ts the obje t whose next a ess is farthest
in the future, and it is known to a hieve the best possible
hit ratio. For the weighted ase, however, we are not aware
of any polynomial-time oine algorithm that guarantees the
highest possible ost savings. Instead, we design a heuristi ,
alled \Future Known", that we hope will approa h the optimal solution in most ases. In this algorithm we ompute the
priority s ore of a query by dividing the ost of a query by
the distan e from the urrent to the next o urren e of this
query. Then, at ea h step, the query with minimum s ore is
evi ted from the a he.
The following evi tion poli ies have been extensively studied in the ontext of result a hing:

weighted ounterparts of the above unweighted algorithms
that are frequently studied:

 Landlord: In the Landlord algorithm [5, 19℄, whenever

an obje t is inserted into the a he, it is assigned a
deadline given by its ost. We always evi t the element
with the smallest deadline, and dedu t this deadline
from the deadlines of all other elements urrently in the
a he. (Instead of a tually dedu ting from all entries,
the algorithm is best implemented by summing up all
values of deadlines that should have been dedu ted so
far, and taking this sum properly into a ount.)

 LFU w: The only di

eren e to LFU is that the priority
s ore is now the produ t of frequen y and ost.

 SDC w:

This method is motivated by SDC. The differen e is that we use LFU w for the stati part and
Landlord for the dynami part of the a he.

We studied the performan e of the above baseline algorithms using a he sizes ranging from 25k to 800k items. In
Figure 2, we ompare the algorithms by measuring their hit
ratios. In addition, we also plot the result of the Clairvoyant
algorithm for omparison. As expe ted, for the unweighted
versions, SDC performs better than LRU, and they both win
over LFU. The ordering is the same for the weighted versions
of these three algorithms, but of ourse these algorithms perform worse than their unweighted versions when looking at
hit ratio. In Figure 3, we plot the results when the same
algorithms are evaluated a ording to ost savings. As expe ted, the weighted algorithms now perform better than
the unweighted ones, but the order within versions is still
the same. Overall, SDC is the best algorithm for hit ratio,
and SDC w the best algorithm for ost savings.

 LRU (Least Re ently Used):

When the a he is
full, we always evi t the least re ently seen query. LRU
is one of the most ommon a he evi tion poli ies in
omputer s ien e.

 LFU (Least Frequently Used): LFU evi ts the least

popular query. In our implementation, in addition to
the frequen y s ores stored in the a he, we also keep
some limited history of frequen ies for queries that have
been evi ted from a he. In pra ti e, setting this history to two or three times the number of items in a he
a hieves most of the available bene t.

 SDC (Stati and Dynami a hing):

As a hybrid
algorithms, SDC [7℄ splits the a he into two parts, with
one ontaining a stati set of results for the most frequent queries, and the other using LRU for dynami
a hing. In pra ti e, we use 20% of the total a he size
for LRU, whi h gave the best results.

The above methods are geared towards optimizing the hit
ratio, i.e., the per entage of queries that an be served from
a he. However, given the large variations in query pro essing osts between di erent queries, a more meaningful measurement should look at the hit ratio as well as the ost
of pro essing a parti ular query. We an model this ost
by a weighted a hing problem. The following are natural

Figure 2: Performan e of baseline a hing algorithms
(hit ratio). From top to bottom, the seven lines
shown are for Clairvoyant, SDC, SDC w, LRU, LFU,
Landlord, and LFU w.
4.2 Generalized Hybrid Algorithms
As mentioned, query logs are known to be very bursty
[17℄. Thus, queries are more likely to reo ur shortly after
another o urren e. The sour es of query burstiness ould
be due to two reasons: The same query is repeatedly issued
by the same user, or there is a burst of global popularity
for a parti ular query. In this se tion, we rst look at the
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Figure 3: Performan e of baseline a hing algorithms
( ost savings). From top to bottom, the seven lines
shown are for Future Known, SDC w, SDC, Landlord, LRU, LFU w, and LFU.
amount of burstiness in the AOL tra e, and then propose
hybrid algorithms that exploit it.
If the a he size is small, only queries that have o urred a
large number of times will be pla ed into a stati LFU a he
before the testing queries arrive. For example, for a a he
size of 10k items, only queries that have o urred more than
81 times will be in a he. Even for a a he size of 100k
items, only queries that o ur at least 19 times are in a he.
However, queries that o ur no more than twi e a ount for
43:4% of all queries issued. Thus, queries that o ur very few
times are of parti ular on ern as they are not likely to be in
a stati a he but make up a large portion of the total query
load. Consequently, any a hing algorithm fo using only on
frequen y is likely to not do very well.
Clearly, queries that o ur only on e annot be a hed,
but queries o urring 2, 3, or a small number of times ould
be amenable to a hing even with very limited a he sizes
if their o urren es are very bursty. To he k this, we now
onsider those queries that o ur exa tly twi e. In Figure
4, the x-axis shows the number of other queries between the
rst and se ond o urren e of the same query, while the yaxis shows the number of queries falling into ea h lass on
the x-axis. For ea h lass, we show two bars, one for queries
issued twi e by the same user, and one for queries issued
by two di erent users. We observe that there is signi ant
burstiness, and that most of it arises from the same user
reissuing a query. In parti ular, assuming an arrival rate of
132 queries per minute (the average rate over the tra e), we
an see that most queries are reissued within a few minutes
to at most an hour. Also, almost all queries reissued within
about a day in our query log are by the same user.
Thus, if we ould add a small a he to temporarily hold
query results for at least a few minutes, this would allow us
to apture many repeats of queries that o ur only a few
times. A tually, this was one of the main motivations for the
SDC algorithm in [7℄. In the following, we present another
variation of this idea that results in additional bene ts over
SDC and its weighted variant from the previous subse tion.
The basi idea underlying hybrid algorithms an be des ribed as follows. The a he spa e is partitioned and ea h
partition is administered by a di erent a hing poli y. For
example, in SDC, a small fra tion of the spa e, usually 10%

100-1000 1000-10K 10K-100K 100K-1M

1M-10M

>10M

Figure 4: Burstiness in the AOL query log for queries
o urring exa tly twi e.
to 30%, is ruled a ording to LRU, while the rest is used to
stati ally store the most frequent queries. In this way, the
burstiness is aptured by the LRU part of the a he. The results in [7℄ showed that SDC outperforms other pure (single
poli y) a hing algorithms in terms of hit ratio. (Note that a
hybrid algorithm ould also dynami ally hange the division
of spa e between poli ies, but we did not nd any bene t in
this for result a hing.)
We now further generalize SDC for the weighted ase as
follows: Assume two a hing poli ies A and B are available,
and that the total spa e is divided between A and B in a
xed way. Ea h poli y assigns a s ore to ea h query (e.g.,
time sin e last o urren e for LRU); this means that ea h
a hed query is asso iated with two s ores, one for ea h poli y. After exe uting a query, we attempt to insert it into
either a he. When we evi t an item from one a he, say the
a he asso iated with A, we sele t the lowest s oring item a ording to poli y A. However, before throwing the item out,
we rst attempt to insert it into the other a he. If the item
has a high enough s ore a ording to poli y B , this will result
in the evi tion of another item from a he B . In prin iple,
this ould ontinue for a number of steps, but eventually an
item is evi ted, and this usually happens after at most a few
steps.
We now evaluate the performan e of two hybrid approa hes,
one ombining LRU with LFU w (Hybrid1), and one ombining Landlord and LFU w (Hybrid2), under this framework.
We found that using about 80% of the spa e for LFU w gave
the best results overall. In Figure 5, we show the results for
ost saving. We observe visible improvements over SDC w,
the weighted version of SDC from the previous subse tion,
with Hybrid2 obtaining the best performan e. We note here
that the two new hybrids are more dynami in that queries
an enter the (usually fairly stati ) LFU w a he after spending some time in the other a he, and that he king items
against both poli ies appears to have bene ts over running
two ompletely independent a hes.

4.3 Estimation Corrector
Re all the setup of the result a hing problem: Given
our observation of past query o urren es, how do we de-

Figure 5: Cost redu tion for hybrid algorithms.
From top to bottom, the four lines shown are for Future Known, Hybrid2 (Landlord+LFU w), Hybrid1
(LRU+LFU w), and SDC w.
ide whi h query result to remove from a he? To make
this de ision, we need a good estimate of the probability of
reo urren e of a query x, alled P r(x). Assuming stable
probabilities, a simple estimate is to take the urrent value
of the frequen y of a parti ular query divided by the total
number of queries seen so far. In fa t, this is the underlying
idea of LFU. As we will argue, for ertain ases, this is not a
good estimate. In the following we dis uss the problem of estimating probabilities of query reo urren es given a typi al
highly skewed query distribution.
As shown in Se tion 3, the query log is following a Zipfbased distribution where a small portion of queries have a
high frequen y but most queries have a fairly small probability of o urring. In su h a ase the frequen y of past o urren es by itself does not provide the best estimate for future
o urren es. In parti ular, one o urren e of a query may
mean mu h less than two o urren es. For example, suppose
lottery ti kets are sold a ording to a Zip an distribution
su h that a few people buy a lot of ti kets but many people
buy only one or two ti kets. Ea h player buys the same number of ti kets ea h week, and ea h week there is one winner.
We observe the winners of the lottery over many weeks, and
have to guess how many ti kets they bought (whi h is proportional to the probability of them winning in future rounds).
People who buy few ti kets may win on e (be ause say 50%
of ti kets are sold to people who buy only one ti ket) but
will very rarely win twi e. So if we observe the same person
winning twi e, this would indi ate they likely bought more
than twi e as many ti kets as a person winning on e. To
apply a similar idea to our ase, if a query o urs only on e,
it is often a very rare query from the long tail of the query
distribution. It ould be due to a typo by a user, or due to a
ombination of rare query terms. When a query o urs twi e,
on the other hand, its han e of reo urren e might be more
than twi e as high. This idea is of ourse losely related to
smoothing te hniques in language modeling, see, e.g., [6℄.
We onsider three di erent ways to get a more pre ise estimate of the probability of a query reo urring in the future given its past o urren es: (1) an approa h based on
the Good-Turing method, (2) an approa h based on a formal
analysis of Zip an distributions, and (3) a heuristi approa h

that simply applies a set of weights derived from an a tual
query tra e (but whi h subsumes the other approa hes).
Our rst method is motivated by the Good-Turing estimator [6℄, often used in the ontext of smoothing te hniques for
language modeling, but applied here to result a hing. The
basi Good-Turing estimator for the likelihood of an o urren e in the next step an be stated as:
Nx + 1
P rx =
 E (EN(xN+x )1) ;
T
where, in our ase, x is the query and Nx is the number of
times query x has o urred so far. T is the number of queries
observed thusfar, and E (n) is the number of di erent queries
that have o urred exa tly n times.
Our se ond method is based on the analysis of a Zip an
probability distribution to estimate the likelihood of a query
reo urring. We assume a sequen e of events fu1 ; :::; ud g
that is generated following a Zip an distribution. Given that
query x has o urred k times in the past, P rx an be estimated as:
P rx

=

d
X
i=1

pi



d
X
j =1

where


(

)

(

)

B pi ; h; k

B pj ; h; k

!

;

(1)

is the probability of hoosing ui , and B (pi ; h; k) =
h k . For more details, see the Appendix.
pi )
An alternative to the above two approa hes is to derive a
penalty fun tion g (fx ) experimentally from a query log used
as a training set. This penalty fun tion is then multiplied
with the naive estimate (number of past o urren es over
the number of observed queries) to get a better estimate. In
fa t, for larger values of fx , say fx > 20, g () is very lose to
1:0 sin e the naive estimate is quite pre ise. Thus, we only
need to determine a small table of penalty values for at most
20 values of fx . To do this, we performed a simple sear h
pro edure using a query tra e to derive the optimal setting
of the values g (fx ), using the formally derived numbers from
the se ond method as starting points. In fa t, we found this
approa h to be more exible in pra ti e, as real query logs are
not a urately modeled by a lean mathemati al distribution.
It also slightly outperformed the other two methods and is
thus used in our experiments.
We note that the dis ussion in this subse tion is only relevant for the ase of weighted a hing. For unweighted a hing
problems, adding any of the above orre tion me hanisms
would have no impa t on a he behavior, as long as the probability of a reo urren e is monotoni ally in reasing with the
number of past urren es. However, this is di erent for
weighted a hing problems, e.g., when de iding whether to
a he a frequently seen query with low ost, or a rarely seen
query with high ost.
In Figure 6, we show results omparing the best of the
previous algorithms to versions that apply experimentally
determined penalty fa tors g (). Overall, the new versions
outperform the previous best versions by a moderate but
visible amount.
h
k

5.
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pi

pi
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FEATURE-BASED CACHING

In this se tion, we introdu e feature-based a he evi tion
poli ies for result a hing, and also for the related problem of
list a hing. The basi idea is that sear h engine query logs
ontain a lot of features beyond the previous o urren es of

Figure 6: Cost redu tion of the a hing algorithms
by adding a penalty fa tor g. From top to bottom, the ve lines shown are for Future Known, Hybrid2 g, Hybrid2, Hybrid1 g, and Hybrid1.
a query that an be used to make a hing de isions, and that
su h features are best in orporated into evi tion poli ies via
data analysis and ma hine-learning te hniques rather than
the design of expli it algorithms. This se tion onsists of
three parts. First, we dis uss the basi idea and de ne ten
features that we onsidered for result a hing. Then we des ribe the approa h that we used to derive evi tion poli ies
from these features. Finally, Subse tion 5.3.1 presents experimental results for result a hing, and Subse tion 5.3.2
presents results for list a hing.

5.1 Features
In mu h of the a hing literature, in luding previous work
on result a hing in sear h engines, a workload is modeled
as a sequen e of integers where ea h integer identi es an
obje t that is a essed in a given step. This gives a simple framework in whi h to design and analyze a hing algorithms su h as LRU or LFU, but it also obs ures many
appli ation-dependent properties of the workload that might
lead to better a hing de isions. For example, simply representing ea h query in a sear h query log as an ID means
that we an look at previous o urren es of exa tly the same
query to make a hing de isions, but we annot look at other
potentially relevant properties su h as o urren es of other
queries that are similar to this query (e.g., queries that are
a superset of our query), whether the query ontains a very
rare term, or even just the number of terms in our query.
However, it is known that single-term queries are more likely
to o ur again than longer queries [15℄, and thus to optimize
hit ratio it might be a good idea to give preferen e to shorter
queries in a hing de isions. In general, sear h engine query
logs have a lot of interesting stru ture that an be mined for
various purposes su h as improved ranking or ad pla ement,
and it seems reasonable to assume that this stru ture ould
also be exploited for better a hing de isions.
To prove this onje ture, we rst have to de ne a set of
suitable features in the query tra e that is likely to be useful in a hing de isions. The set should ertainly ontain
standard features su h as the number of times a query has
previously o urred and the time sin e the last o urren e,
but also new features not used by traditional a hing algorithms. After some exploration, we fo used on the following

ten features F1 to F10 that are onsidered for ea h query:
 F1: the number of steps sin e the last o urren e of
this query. This feature is the basis for LRU.
 F2: the number of steps between the last two o urren es of this query, if a query has happened at least
twi e. Otherwise, F2 is set to unavailable. (Similarly,
we ould also add the number of steps between the
se ond- and third-last o urren es as another feature.)
 F3: the query frequen y up to this point. This is the
feature underlying LFU.
 F4: the query length, de ned as the number of terms
in the query.
 F5: the length of the shortest inverted index list of any
term in the query. This tests whether the query has a
term that is rare in the olle tion.
 F6: the frequen y of the rarest query term in the log.
 F7: the number of distin t users who issue this query.
If user IDs are not available, IP addresses an be used
instead.
 F8: the gap between the last two o urren es of the
query that were issued by the most re ently a tive user.
As we saw in Se tion 4, a large portion of those queries
that o ur only two or three times are issued by the
same user, and those queries are usually very lose to
ea h other in the query log.
 F9: the average number of li ks for the query. Intuitively, queries with more li ks might have a higher
probability of o urring again. This is one but not the
only way to harvest information from user li ks. We
ould also model the distribution of li ks in more detail, or use li ks to guess whether a query is navigational, using the approa h in [11℄.
 F10: the frequen y of the rarest pair of query terms in
the query log. This measures if the query ontains a
pair that is only very rarely used together in queries.
It is easy to think about many additional features, but we
found the above sele tion to be most promising. The features
an be grouped into two ategories: Traditional features (F1
to F3) that are used by many well-known a hing algorithms,
and non-traditional features (F4 to F10) that are spe i to
our appli ation domain and that would be obs ured if we
only treat queries as obje ts with a unique ID.
In order to understand the usefulness of these features, we
rst looked at their information gain, as ommonly studied
in ma hine learning. Essentially, we want to he k how useful
ea h feature is in predi ting reo urren e of a query within a
limited number of steps. The details of this experiment are
a little tri ky (and omitted due to spa e onstraints), as we
rst had to determine appropriate threshold values to get a
binary lassi ation for ea h target a he size.
Features

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

Ca he Size=100k

0.247

0.029

0.114

0.017

0.001

Ca he Size=200k

0.213

0.018

0.102

0.009

0.011

Ca he Size=400k

0.287

0.009

0.098

0.008

0.029

Features

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

Ca he Size=100k

0.093

0.192

0.023

0.001

0.076

Ca he Size=200k

0.056

0.101

0.003

0.012

0.089

Ca he Size=400k

0.078

0.106

0.009

0.010

0.098

Table 1: Information Gain for Di erent Features and
Ca he Sizes.

The measured information gain s ores for the features are
shown in Table 1, for three di erent a he sizes. We an
easily see that, in general, F1, F3, and F7 have the highest
information gain, whi h means they should be very useful
features when de iding whi h query should be evi ted from
a he. However, the remaining features also o er bene ts.
Not surprisingly, some of the features are more promising for
smaller a he sizes, while other are best for larger ones.

new bu kets whenever they would have to move to a new bin
a ording to F1. This means that apart from movements to
new bu kets that are triggered by reo urren es of a query,
a query an be moved at most 7 times to a new bu ket along
the F1 axis. Overall, this evi tion me hanism an be implemented to run in O(log(n)) steps per query in the workload
using standard data stru ture, and is highly eÆ ient in terms
of a tual pro essing overhead.

5.2 Caching Mechanism

5.3 Experimental Results

We now des ribe how to implement a a he evi tion poli y
based on the above features. There are two aspe ts to this
problem: How to use the features to predi t the likelihood of
a reo urren e of a query, and how to eÆ iently identify the
query with the smallest su h likelihood.
For the rst aspe t, we started out with what may look
like a very rude approa h: We split the range of ea h of the
features into a number of bins, in our ase 8, so that ea h
possible value falls into one of the bins. (For example, for F3,
the number of previous o urren es of the query, we might
have bins for F 3 = 1, F 3 = 2, F 3 = 3; 4, F 3 = 5; 6; 7; 8,
et .) Thus, at any point of time, any query in the a he
belongs to one of 810 bu kets based on its urrent feature
values. For ea h bu ket, we also keep some histori al statisti s, in parti ular the total number of query instan es that
we have observed in this bu ket, and how often these queries
then reo urred within a short period of time in the input
sequen e. Thus, for ea h bu ket we essentially maintain a
simple estimate of the likelihood of reo urren e for queries
that fall into the bu ket; we then evi t a query in the a he
that has the lowest su h likelihood (i.e., that belongs to the
bu ket with the lowest su h likelihood).
A few more remarks about this approa h, whi h may seem
extremely naive from a ma hine-learning perspe tive. First,
many of the bu kets are empty and in fa t we get by with
far fewer than 810 bu kets, requiring only a few MB of total memory. (If spa e be omes a problem, we an use fewer
bu kets in areas with sparse data.) In ontrast, ea h a hed
query result has a size of a few KB, and thus a a he for
100000 queries takes a few hundred MB. Se ond, we tried
employing smarter approa hes for exploiting the features, inluding interpolation between bu kets and logisti regression
on the feature values, but we observed at most very minor
additional gains. Thus, we de ided to stay with the simple
bu ket approa h in our implementation. (In fa t, this may
be another example where data size beats algorithmi te hnique { for smaller query tra es we would expe t to see more
improvements by using smarter te hniques.)
Given this stru ture, we now have to implement an eÆient me hanism for a he evi tion. First, we note that any
statisti s needed in features F5, F6, and F10 are pre omputed
based on a sample of data; thus, e.g., the frequen ies of different terms in the query tra e used in F6 are pre omputed
from a sample of queries. In general, the features an be split
into three lasses: (1) Features su h as F2, F3, F7, F8, and
F9 that an only hange their values when a query reo urs;
in that ase, we an update the feature values of a query in
the a he when it reo urs and then move the query to its
new bu ket. (2) Features that are determined by the query
itself based on a pre omputation and that never hange during the algorithm, e.g., F4, F5, F6, and F10. (3) Features,
in our ase only F1, that hange as time pro eeds. We an
eÆ iently deal with F1 by maintaining a data stru ture on
the time of last o urren e of a query, and moving queries to

In this se tion, we present experimental results for our
feature-based a hing approa h, and ompare it to existing
algorithms. We rst onsider result a hing in Se tion 5.3.1,
and later extend the approa h to list a hing in Se tion 5.3.2.
We rst onsider hit ratio, and then further below we look
at ost savings in the weighted ase. In all experiments, we
used the rst 10 million queries to initialize the statisti s for
ea h bu ket. Then the following 5 million queries are used
to warm up the a he, and the remaining 2:7 million queries
are used to evaluate the a tual a hing performan e. In general, of ourse, our feature-based approa h bene ts from the
availability of suÆ iently large query logs that an be used
to derive statisti s.

5.3.1 Result caching
In our rst experiment, we ompare a feature-based approa h using only F1, F2, and F3 with existing algorithms,
in parti ular SDC, LRU, LFU, and a variant of LFU that
keeps a omplete history of query o urren es. (This variant
of LFU is used sin e basi LFU is at a disadvantage ompared
to SDC and our feature-based methods, whi h use larger tables of statisti s). For the non-feature based algorithms, we
used the rst 15 million queries to initialize the a he, and
then ompared results on the remaining 2:7 million queries.

Figure 7: Hit ratios for feature-based a hing with
F1, F2, and F3, and for four existing algorithms.
From top to bottom, the six lines shown are the
hit ratios for the optimal lairvoyant algorithm, the
feature-based method, SDC, LFU with omplete history and LRU (overlapping), and basi LFU.
From the results in Figure 7 we see that the feature-based
approa h using only F1, F2, and F3 already slightly but onsistently outperforms SDC, the best previous method for hit
ratio. Note that F1, F2, and F3 are all traditional features,
but there is no reason to believe that any of the previously
known algorithms (su h as SDC) exploits these features in

the best possible way. So even for this limited set of features, the results suggest that maybe learning from statisti s
is preferable to trying to design better expli it algorithms.
Next, we ran experiments with all ten features. The results
are shown in Figure 8. We see that by using all ten features,
we now get very substantial improvements over SDC, and are
in fa t able to signi antly narrow the gap to the optimal o line method. The best method on average outperforms SDC
by about 4%, whi h is a fairly signi ant improvement given
the amount of previous work on result a hing.

Figure 8: Hit ratios for feature-based a hing with
di erent ombinations of features. From top to bottom, the ve lines shown are the optimal lairvoyant
algorithm, F1-F10, F1-F5, F1-F3, and SDC.
Next, we onsider the weighted ase, where the goal is to
maximize the ost savings. To get a weighted algorithm using
features, we simple multiply the ost of the query with our
estimate of its likelihood of reo urren e in the near future.
As shown in Figure 9, our weighted feature-based method
again outperforms all other methods, though by a smaller
amount than in the ase of hit ratio. Some improvements
on this might be possible in future work, by introdu ing new
features that are more relevant to the weighted ase.

5.3.2 List Caching
Motivated by the su ess of our approa h for result a hing,
we de ided to also look at the related problem of list a hing,
i.e., the a hing of inverted lists in main memory that is done
at a lower level in the sear h engine. In previous work [1, 20℄,
the best results for list a hing were obtained by using either
a xed assignment of lists to the a he, or versions of LFU
with additional memory. (In pra ti e, the LFU version results in an almost stati assignment, as lists tend to stay in
the a he forever after being inserted.) However, there is still
a signi ant performan e gap between these methods and the
upper bound given by the optimal o -line approa h.
We note here that list a hing is performed after doing
result a hing on the query log; this removes most of the
short-term burstiness from the query stream. Also, we aution that a stati or LFU method may not be appropriate
for global sear h engines that observe a di erent mix of languages during di erent times of the day { in this ase, a
dynami approa h that hanges the mix of a hed lists during the day may be better. However, most publi ly available
tra es are fo used on a single sear h market. (The AOL tra e
used here is limited to the US market.) We de ned the following features for ea h inverted list (and asso iated term)
in the index:
 F1-F3: same as before, but de ned on a per-term rather
than per-query basis.
 F4: the number of distin t queries ontaining this term,
divided by the total number of queries ontaining it.
 F5: the frequen y of the most popular query ontaining
this term.
 F6: the number of times this term has o urred as a
single-term query.
 F7: the number of times this term has o urred as part
of a two-term query.
 F8: the number of distin t users (or IP addresses) that
have issued queries ontaining this term.
In Figure 10 we show the results for feature-based list
a hing. The obje tive in this ase is to maximize the amount
of data that is served from a he rather than disk. (Alternatively, we ould also model disk ost savings more pre isely
by taking seek times into a ount; the results are very similar on our data.) We see that the feature-based approa h
outperforms all other methods by several per ent, resulting
in signi ant savings in disk traÆ .

6.

Figure 9: Results for weighted a hing. From top
to bottom, the six lines shown are the hit ratios for
our best o -line algorithm, F1-F10, the best hybrid
from Se tion 4.3 and F1-F3 (overlapping), SDC w,
and Landlord.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated improved
te hniques for result a hing in web sear h engines. In the
rst part of our work, we studied the weighted ase, where
our goal is to maximize ost savings instead of hit ratio. We
des ribed improved hybrid algorithms for this ase that are
parti ularly suitable for Zipf-based query distributions. In
the se ond part of our work we proposed a feature-based
approa h to a hing that a hieves very signi ant improvements in hit ratios. Interestingly, the approa h also provides
improved results for the related problem of list a hing.
Several interesting open problems remain. We plan to experiment with other features in query logs that might be
helpful in predi ting the likelihood of reo urren e of a query,
and that ould lead to additional gains in hit ratio. A more
formal analysis of burstiness in query logs, maybe starting

Figure 10: Byte hit ratios for the feature-based list
a hing algorithm. From top to bottom, the four
lines shown are the hit ratios for our best o -line
algorithm, F1-F8, and LFU and the stati algorithm
(overlapping).
from Kleinberg's model in [10℄, would also be of interest. Finally, future work on result a hing should also look at the
need for periodi ally refreshing a hed results. It an be argued that in urrently deployed sear h engines, hit ratios are
limited mu h more by the need for fresh query results than
by a he size onstraints. To our knowledge, this issue has
not been addressed by any published work.
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APPENDIX
Zipf-based Probability Analysis
We now show our derivation of Equation (1) in Se tion 4.3. We assume
a sequen e of events fu1 ; :::; ud g that is generated following a Zip an
distribution of probabilities. (Note that this is a simpli ation as this
is not ne essarily the same as the observed distribution.) LetP
pi be
the probability of hoosing ui , i.e., pi = i z =T where T is i z
when i = 1; 2:::; d. We assume that we know the size of the underlying
universe U and the Zipf parameter z. Let Xk denote the fa t that x
has o urred k times. We estimate the probability that an item we
have observed a ertain number of times k will reo ur in the next
step:
d
X

[ o urs in the next step j Xk ℄ =

Pr x

i=1

pi



[ =

Pr x

ui

j

Xk

℄

(2)

Using Bayes' Theorem, we get
[ = ui ℄
(3)
[ ℄
If we pi k an item x uniformly at random from all d possible items,

we have P r [x = ui ℄ = 1=d. Furthermore, using B (pi ; h; k) = hk pki 
(1 pi )h k we get:
[ = u i j Xk ℄

Pr x

=

[

Pr x

[

℄=

[

j

P r Xk

and
P r Xk

.

x

1

> k



j

d
X

x



= ui ℄

P r Xk

)

(4)

= ui ℄ = B (pi ; h; k)

(5)

d

i=1

(

Pr x

B pi ; h; k

Putting this all together, we get
[ o urs in the next step j Xk ℄ =

Pr x

d
X
i=1

pi



d
X

j =1

(

)

(

)

B pi ; h; k
B pj ; h; k

!

(6)

Thus, if we have observed that an item x has o urred k times
in h steps, and knowing d and z but not taking into a ount any
observations about how many times other items have o urred in these
h steps, the above estimates the likelihood the item will o
ur again
in the next step, or in any other step.

